LUXURY INTERIORS CARPETS
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“To create something
exceptional,
your mindset must
be relentlessly
focused
on the smallest
detail.”

Giorgio Armani

D I S C OV E R T H E I TA L I A N

D O LC E V I TA
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THE RADICI BRAND
Radici Marine is part of the Radici Pietro Industries & Brands
SPA international group.
Radici Pietro Industries & Brands SPA is a company active in
the high-end textile flooring sector, specialized in the
production of textile flooring and artificial grass.
With the headquarters in Cazzano Sant’Andrea (Bergamo), the
company was founded by Pietro Radici in 1950.
Starting as rugs manufacturer, Radici has evolved
exponentially over the years, growing into a large diversified
industrial group with a worldwide recognized brand.
Today Radici is the only Italian manufacturer of textile flooring
and it is present in more than 90 countries.
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RADICI

a typical Italian story 5

OUR
PHILOSOPHY
Radici remains true to its original
identity while being a part of a global
textile group: A manufacturer of textile
flooring in which tradition marries
innovation, placing cutting-edge textile
technologies at the service of creativity.
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YA R N

QUALITY

In Radici we consider the selection of the raw
material one of the main aspects to create an
exceptional product.
We decide to use only the finest wool and we
weave the yarn directly within our company
Radici Hungary. By owning the yarn production
from the start, we are able to truly optimize the
quality of the final product.
For all our wool and Wilton products we believe
in using the wool from the New Zealand, which
has better properties compared to the European
supply.

There are several hidden properties that
can contribute to a superior textile flooring,
therefore each phase of the product
processing is carefully evaluated to
achieve the best quality.
Tufting, Axminster and Wilton are the most
common technologies to produce wall to
wall carpet.
They all have few peculiar aspects that
make them more suitable than others
for the specific applications. What really
makes the difference, in terms of quality, is
the perfect mix between the density of the
fiber and the quality of the yarn used.
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Our team of designers transforms every
concept into a pattern.
Our customers can use the standard
Ars, Ral & Pantone colors, but also take
advantage of our incredible range of
colors and designs.
Moreover, our laboratory can prepare
any sample of design and textile for a
realistic preview of the final product.

DESIGN
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The well-known Italian design is at your
service to meet your taste and desire,
weaving any idea in a textile flooring
to satisfy your specific needs. Every
project for Radici Marine is unique and
speaks of its client.
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HANDTUFT
A hand-tufted rug is made using real embroidery and every
single tuft is positioned one at a time by hand.
This feature enables the combination of different types of yarn with
different constructions, such as velvet and loop pile. In this way a
different height is delivered in each single section, allowing to
utilize the technique of carving. The result is stunning: dramatic
three-dimensional effects, pleasant to the eye and to the touch.
This technique enables the creation of any design with precision
and a premium quality that only hand-made products can deliver.

RADICI
hand-made products
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DISCOVER

M A R AT E A
Our top-class tufted carpet is made of 100% New Zealand Wool.
These fibers have a refined thin texture. They are longer and
with a higher white purity gradient compared to other fibers.
Therefore our 100% New Zealand Wool yields a carpet with the
following superior advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constant reliable quality
Purest and whitest wool that the world offers
Excellent dyeing characteristics
Long-lasting colors
Great performances for thermal and sound insulation
Has an excellent natural shape memory.

RADICI
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wool premium quality
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ABETONE
Three different ways to dress your floor with the purest wool in
the world.
Made with an ancient and precious technique, Abetone, Solo
and Club collections add value to every room with a perfect
balance between elegance and resistance.
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DEA
Fall into an unique sensory experience
with our extra soft Dea carpet.
Dea has a soft and silk-like effect and will
provide an incomparable comfort.

DIVINA
Uplift your floor with this compact soft
carpet, made for a comfortable relaxing
experience with the Divina delicate colors.

EROS
Make your space more vibrant with Eros,
a soft and extra shiny (polished finished)
carpet with a wide range of colors from
earthy/neutral tones to more peculiar
shades.

RADICI
soft touch tufting
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MONTECARLO & ADMIRAL

Have fun with the endless range of colors available
in Montecarlo and Admiral. Both products are tufting
quality carpets with different heights, composed by
90% wool + 10% polyester.
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D O LC E V I TA
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Inspired by the famous movie
and its iconic setting, this
extra-high tufted carpet will get
you the Italian “Dolcevita” with a
large variety of colors that
reminds you of a cheerful
lifestyle of worldly pleasures.
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US
ANDREA CERUTI

VP OF SALES
aceruti@radicimarine.it
+39 035 0950 309
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RICCARDO VALOTI

PROJECT MANAGER
rvaloti@radicimarine.it
+39 035 0950 231

RADICI PIETRO INDUSTRIES & BRANDS SPA
www.radicimarine.it - info@radicimarine.it -+39 035 0950 231

MORENA SANDRI

US DIVISION
msandri@radicimarine.it
+1 786-554-8577

radicimarine
Radici Marine

